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1. (a) A particle P of unit mass moves in the O瑠Plane so that its acceleration at time信s

αの2 sinu埴十ha2 cosa巧, Where a, b an(l lJ are POSitive constants. Initial position and

velocity of the particle are -憐and -Wα主respectively. Find

(i) velocity of the particle at time t,　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　#O mα華y

(ii) position vector of the particle at time t,　　　　　　　　　　　　#O mαγdy

(iii) the Cartesian equation of the path of the particle,　　　　　　　　神棚壷寸

(iv) the work done on the particle whe】1 ・it moves fromき二O toま= 2,　　#0肋αγ珂

(v) torque of the particle at time t.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　rO棚均

ご　　　(b) A particle of mass肌is projected vertically upward with an initial speed t旬. The gravity

is constant but there is a resistant force mho2 at speed t/, Where k is a constant. Show

tha七

(i) the maximum height, H, that the particle reaches is given by

2たH=ln

(1十執and
(ii) the speed uo when the particle rea(hes the ground is given by

2た甘こ1n
g-たり3圃傍5肌のγ樹

〆5桝α珂

2. a) Show in the usual notation, that the velocity and acceleration components of a‘ mOving

Particle are given in cylindrical polar c{)Ordinates, (γ, 0, 2;) , by:

(i)旦二確十r埴十を乞

(ii)皇二(両2)圭羅)毎

pO肌α均

pO肋α帯封

b) A particle is projected horizoutally at the POint γ = α with velocity u along the smooth

irmer surface given ty z =詰ose axis is vertically upward・ If the particle is at the

POint (γ, O, 2;) at time t, referred to cy出ldrical coordinates.

輯
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(i) Show that the kinetic energy, T of the particle is given by

T=封2伊十乱す　　　　　　　　　　華o肋坤

(ii) Obtaln the equations, # + r262 +タを2 + 2g之= Ol and r24 = CE, Where Ol and O2

are constants.

(iv) Showthat (言+1)糾(: - 1)'U2十2g(z--α) =0・

(v) Find an expression for Z at t = 0.

(vi) Show that initially the particle goes up or falls down according to

u2 ≧ 2ga.

〃5肋α1華I

nO肋α句

作O肋α坤

〃O肌の7申I

華5肋の7均

3. a) Obtain in the usual notation, the Euler当s equations for the motion of a rigid body with

One POint fixed.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Mα症s 40

b) In the usual notatious, the moments of inertia and products of inertia of a rigid body

with respect to O拘之COOrdinate system are J抑= 3亙J完= 2亙J彩= 2亙Jin =もr =

J。% =左, = 0, J坤= Jtyz =鳥. Here O is the centre ofgravity ofthe rigid body. Show

that the principal moments of inertia of the rigid body are 3亙3鳥and k. Let the

principal axes correspond to the princゆal moments of血ertia, 3亙3k and k be OX,

OY and OZ respectively. The rigid body is free to rotate about its center of gravity, O,

without extemal forcc& Initially the b〔一dy is given an angular velocity ±o = (2Q, 0重)

with respect to the coordinate system OXYZ, Where f2 is a constant.　傍O相調rky

(i) Write down the Euler’s dynanical equations for this problem.　　　#O mα巾/

(ii) Show that after time t the angular velocity坐= (ul, CJ2, 4J3) satisfies the equations

壷十の2二4!l2
の3二Q.

(iii) Find ± = (ul, W2,CJ3) as functions of time.

n5肋の揺り

n5肋の壷〆

4. a) The Lagrange’s equations for a dynamical system is given in the usual notation dy:

d

琉 (謝一驚=Q3;戸,2,申
Deduce the Lagrange,s equatious for a hoIonomic conservative_ dynamical system of the

あ重皿:

(謝一叢二0;卓,2誹
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pO肌の揺り
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.　　　　b) A unifom tod AB of mass 3m and length 2! has its middle point O fixed and a

Particle of mass m is attached at the end B. OXYZ is a coordinate system such that
OZ vertically downwards. Initially O上J lies along OX and the rod is given an angular

Wlocity 作 about OZ・ In the subsequent motion OB makes an angle O with OZ

a]ds and BOZ plane makes an angle 4 with XOZ plane.

I Show that the kinetic energy, T, Of the system is given by

T = ml2 (か十b2sin20)・　　　　　　　　　pO肋坤

II Assuming OXY plane as the potcmtial energy zero level, Show that the poteutial

energy, V, Of the system is given by V = -mglcosO.　　　　　　”6 mαγ癌/

III Write down the Lagrangian of the system.　　　　　　　　　　　樵mα語り

IV Using Lagrange’s equatiops of motion of the system, Show that

i’bsin20=膚　　　　　　　　“0珂

ii・生缶20十笹0=0,a直d　　　　　　　伽肋坤

iii. the end B will fall a distance !(J而- 3) in the ensuing motion. 〃O棚塙寸
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